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A stand-out feature on the 
elevations is the vertically 
emphasised glazed staircase 
and concrete lift shaft 
which forms the services 
core of the building

T he project entails a new 4 level commercial office block in Nieuw-Muckleneuk, 
Pretoria. This area of the city is quickly becoming a growth point for development. 
The building provides a floor space of ±1,200m² on a property of 1,276m² and so 

adds to the densification of the precinct. Construction commenced in September 2013 
and ended in August 2014. All of the office space is currently let.

Building Form & Design Concept
Achieving maximum rentable building area on a small site, was a major design challenge. 
The design solution is a compact plan form with a vertical extension up to the limit of 
height restrictions. The main building mass is elevated off ground level by means of 
columns to create space for parking requirements at ground level without a basement.

A stand-out feature on the elevations is the vertically emphasised glazed staircase 
and concrete lift shaft which forms the services core of the building. The vertical core 
effectively links the ground floor parking level with three storeys of offices and the 
roof space above. All the tenants have access to the roof space that is an ideal area for 
relaxation and informal office functions. Each floor has lettable office space on either 
side of the core. This configuration allows for tenant flexibility, as the two office areas per 
floor can function separately or as one. The basic open plan office areas received internal 
layouts in drywalling to suit tenant requirements.
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The height of the building allows for 
spectacular views from the higher floors, 
especially the accessible roof space. 
Strip windows, stretching from column to 
column, provide panoramic views of the 
surrounding landscape with its Jacaranda 
lined streets.

Because space for soft landscaping on 
ground level is limited, custom designed 
irrigated planter boxes were spaced over the 
north & south elevations. The softer textures 
of green foliage provide an interesting 
contrast to the generally clean and modern 
aesthetic of the building.

Construction, Materials & Finishes
The structure consists of in-situ concrete 
columns and flat floor slabs. There are 
no beams inside the office ceiling voids, 
thus leaving optimum space for services 
reticulation. Soil conditions required the use of 
piles, at an averageof 7m deep, for the column 
footings. The concrete columns are expressed 
as vertical fins on the elevations with a fair-
face finish. Galvanised steel members span 
between the concrete fins to support window 
shading panels and planter boxes.

To minimise the cost and size of the 
structural concrete elements, a lightweight 

Each floor has lettable office 
space on either side of the 
core. This configuration allows 
for tenant flexibility, as the 
two office areas per floor can 
function separately or as one.
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external walling system was employed. It 
consists of pre-coloured steel sheeting to 
the outside, insulation to the middle and 
drywall boards to the inside. All are fixed to 
lightweight steel studs fixed between the 
floor slabs.

Window opening widths of over 5 metres 
are achieved without heavy concrete or 
steel lintols. Flashing details around windows 
and joints are meticulously detailed. The 
drywall system speeds up construction 
and avoids the complications of wet trades 
at heights.

A dark coloured face brick is used for the 
ground level infill panels to emphasise the 
structure of the lighter coloured concrete 
frame floating above. The elevation and 
boundary wall facing the street has intricate 
facebrick detail patterns which pays homage 
to Pretoria’s tradition of face-brick buildings.

The accessible flat roof is finished with 
open jointed concrete paving blocks which 
are laid loose on spacers, set on an insulating 
membrane above torch on bitumen. This 
creates a hardwearing walking surface 
that effectively shades and protects the 
waterproofing system.

Sustainable Design
The bulk of office windows are orientated 
north or south and and are sheltered by 
generous alumium filigree shading panels. 
Openings on east or west facades are minimal 
and fully protected by aluminium filigree 
panels over their full aperture. Glazing is of a 
Low-E type.

Energy efficient fluorescent & LED lights 
are used. Movement sensors control the 
lights to further reduce energy use. The large, 

shaded glazed areas provide good quality 
natural light to supplement electric light. Dual 
flush concealed cisterns and waterless urinals 
reduce water use. Rainwater is collected into 
roof tanks for irrigation of the planters on 
the building.

The use of fair face concrete, face brick, 
galvanized steel and pre-coloured sheeting 
makes for durable, low-maintenance external 
finishes. External plaster and paint is limited 
to a feature wall at ground level. The building 
is designed to withstand the local climate 
and age gracefully with the minimum of 
maintenance costs.
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